
Our core prices are listed below; please schedule a consultation for a custom quote.

Weddings:

Live Bands

$700-$1000 a member
(Average band size for a wedding is 8-10 members)

Disc Jockeys

Certified Sumar Disc Jockey/MC Package $1495
4 Hour reception, full sound system and lights

Ceremony & or Cocktail musicians

Packages starting at $295

Additional Options:

Photo Booths Uplighting
Intelligent Lighting
Monogram Projector
Dry Ice
Photomontages

What happens next? At Sumar Entertainment we strongly believe in entertainment with the personal touch; make a
connection today by

·         Calling Us! - 973-226-5150
·         Emailing Us! - info@sumar.com
·         Scheduling a free consultation - Click Here to set an appointment!

Sumar Entertainment, 6 Washburn Place, Caldwell, NJ 07006
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973-226-5150
info@sumar.com

Words from our clients:

“By far the best wedding band we have ever listened to while searching as well as the best we have ever heard at all the
weddings we have been to! The energy and talent they possess is so astounding!!!” Marie Feeney

“From our first meeting to the day of the wedding, Sumar Entertainment was so easy to work with and very professional.”
Claudia Dickey

“It would be impossible to describe the experience this band brought to our wedding. My husband and I saw the Wedding
Crashers at a friend's wedding two years ago, and planned our wedding date based around this band's availability. That
might sound a bit nuts, but it's one of the best decisions we made regarding what was an overall awesome day. The
Wedding Crashers BROUGHT the party.” Lis Juterbock

"Epic wedding" "Phenomenal" "Where did you get your DJ?" These were all comments people were making at our
wedding” Christa Sorrentino

“My husband and I highly recommend Sumar Entertainment! Sumar was an integral part of making our wedding
reception an unforgettable time!” Kelly McCauley
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